
Introduction to Sidney, Music, and Moving 

 

The Defence of Poesie (1595) by Philip Sidney includes Horace’s stated ends of poetry—

aut delectare aut prodesse est—to delight and to teach. To these two Sidney not only adds a third 

aim, that poetry is also to move, but he privileges it above teaching. Sidney even claims, 

“Moouing is of a higher degree then teaching, it may by this appeare, that it is well nigh both the 

cause and the effect of teaching.”1 Why does he emphasize moving? Why does he rank it so high? 

Whereas some answers lie in his classical sources, to fully understand this change in the Horatian 

dictum we need to explore a range of other influences, including the rhetorical turn in music and, 

above all, the Copernican revolution. It was precisely the interaction of these forces and sources, I 

maintain, that led Sidney to develop what should be termed poetic orbital motion, a concept with 

manifold consequences for both his own writing and for conceptions of poetry in his culture. 

 Moving was generally interpreted to mean moving to action, and it was often treated as 

synonymous with persuasion. In making moving and persuasion equivalent, however, moving has 

at times faded from view, such as in the first English treatise on rhetoric. In the Art of Rhetorique 

(1567), Thomas Wilson states, “Three things are required of an Orator. To teach. To delight. And 

to perswade.”2 In this case the “to move” from Cicero’s original et movere is literally lost in 

translation. Caught up in the “new hermeneutic” of the Elizabethan period (as it has been called 

by Kathy Eden, Robert Stillman, and others), scholars have focused on interpretive textual 

practices that derive from classical rhetoric and consequently have focused on persuasion as the 

objective in the injunction to move.3 In this sense, movement is understood as an intellectual or 

emotional effect, one which might prompt later action of some undetermined kind.4 

 While these interpretations of poetry’s aim to move undoubtedly apply to Sidney’s poetry 

and poetics, they are also only a few of the available readings of “moving,” and, I would suggest, 

they comprise only a portion of Sidney’s understanding of poetry’s power to move. In his time, as 

in ours, moving could denote a number of meanings, of which persuasion was only one. We see 
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this from the start of the Defence: In its first example of poetry’s power to move we do not find an 

appeal to affect or persuasion but instead an example of the displacement of material objects—of 

physical motion. Referring to ancient poets, it reads, “Amphion was said to move stones with his 

poetry to build Thebes, and Orpheus to be listened to by beasts.”5 The first example in the 

Defence of poetry’s power to move is the actual moving of stones. And the example of Orpheus 

that follows also recalls the story of Orpheus in which trees bent to his song; it describes beasts 

transformed from ferocity to docility in their complete subjection to Orpheus’ song. This scene is 

depicted in the Third Song in Astrophil and Stella which tells of the power of Orpheus on 

“senseless trees” to “make them move” with the trees and stones “learn[ing] hearing.”6 These 

examples, as well as the others I discuss in this chapter, expand the possibilities of what is at stake 

in poetry’s power to move.  

 These depictions of the power to move physically, however, relate not necessarily to 

poetry, strictly speaking, but to music, a point that requires our attention given that every work in 

Sidney’s literary oeuvre either engages with music or was conceived as music from the outset. In 

the Defence both of the first examples of poets who move—Amphion and Orpheus—are poet-

musicians. Identifying a distinction between poetry and music is misleading and, in many ways, 

inaccurate with regard to early modern poetry; it is certainly so with Sidney’s poetry. For Sidney, 

music is fundamental to poetry’s power to move; it is “as though music solidifies or guarantees 

the central argument in the Defence that poesie moves its audience to well-doing,” as Scott 

Trudell puts it.7 Modern disciplinary divisions place literature and music in separate academic 

departments with their respective communities, archives, and inquiries. Such was hardly the case 

for Sidney. Consider his compositions: The earliest works, A Dialogue betweene two shepherds, 

utterd in a pastorall shew (1577); Two Songs for an Accession Day Tilt (1577); and The Lady of 

May (1578/9) were written for entertainments at Wilton and for the court. The first two were most 

likely sung, and the latter contains singing throughout.8 Versifying the psalms was an exercise in 

meter and rhythm if not in music outright. Some of the Certain Sonnets specify the tunes for 

which they were written, and it is possible that the eclogues of the Arcadia derived from 

performances previously given at wedding, birthday, and royal celebrations.9 Often the premise of 

the eclogues is a singing contest or other rustic entertainment, and the lyrics themselves debate 

the function and value of music. Lamon’s Tale is cast entirely as a song, and the sonnet sequence, 

Astrophil and Stella, is interspersed with eleven songs (explicitly marked as such), and at least 

one of which seems to have been written for pre-existing music.10  
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 The Defence, too, speaks frequently of musical elements such as song, versification, 

meter, and of music more generally as “the most divine striker of the senses.”11 Some of Sidney's 

references to music may connect to music figuratively, and some are obviously literal. Those who 

are unable to “hear the Planet-like Musicke of Poetrie”12 are the very ones who receive Sidney’s 

playful curse at the end of the Defence. Because they do not hear the music of poetry, they are 

doomed to love without success for they cannot create a sonnet, and to die without being 

remembered because they cannot make an epitaph. Below I return to the idea of “planet-like” 

music, for Sidney was writing in a new post-Copernican age, and as the music of the spheres 

shifted, so did the music of poetry. 

 Elsewhere in the Defence Sidney specifically writes of music’s power to move others, to 

affect hearers’ responses. Sidney calls music the “well enchanting skill” that, with poetry, 

“holdeth children from play,” “olde men from the Chimney corner,” and turns “the minde from 

wickednes to vertue.”13 In the Defence Sidney “employs music both as symbol and analogy,” 

Hollander observes, “and as a separate art.”14 It is not entirely clear which sense Sidney means in 

the passage quoted above: he indicates both physical effects of motion in the children held from 

their play and the old men from the chimney corner, but he also suggests the abstract ethical 

effects of turning the mind from wickedness to virtue. Amid the discussion of both music and 

poetry’s power to move, it may also be that Sidney was the first English writer to coin the phrase, 

“the music of poetry,” as Hollander points out.15 With such conflation, the difficulty of teasing out 

which movement to attribute to music and which to poetry can veer toward tautology. 

 It is true that the designations such as “poetry”, “music”, and “song” were fluid and, in 

some cases, interchangeable in late sixteenth-century England and in Sidney’s work in particular. 

This has prompted some modern readers to lump them together as indistinct and, more often than 

not in literary criticism, as primarily text-based written forms. But if we take Sidney as an 

example, there is no poetry that is not also musical. This fusion stands in contrast to our current 

departmental taxonomies and points to just how much those written forms were, indeed, formed 

by music. In early modern England, the enterprises of poetry and music overlapped so 

consistently that it can be useful, as Trudell has suggested, to refer to them by a contemporary 

term that covers both, namely, to call it poesie, “a more neutral term for describing the range of 

endeavors in which early modern poets were implicated, from writing and versifying to oratory 

and song.”16 When we attend carefully to the music that constituted Sidney’s work, we find a kind 

of moving that is particular to poesie: this is what I refer to as poetic orbital motion, that is, a type 

of movement that represents the relationship between the sounder and hearer(s) of poesie, not 

unlike orbital revolutions of the cosmos, and in which physical, rhetorical, and musical motion 

combine and dynamically interrelate. Although underexamined, Copernican thought influenced 
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the integration of these kinds of motion in poesie, and this is evident in reception of Copernicus’s 

heliocentric model that Sidney would have encountered. 

 

Rhetorical and physical motion in poesie 

 That poesie produces orbital motion is striking in its own right, but perhaps even more 

remarkable is how both rhetorical and physical moving inhere in this orbital motion. The study 

and interest in rhetoric in Renaissance neoclassicism has been discussed at length by critics, and 

rightfully so. What is less often recognized in literary studies is that music, under the same 

cultural influences, also took a rhetorical turn in the late Renaissance. This rhetorical turn 

stemmed, in part, from the practice, begun centuries earlier, of explaining the organization of 

music in grammatical terms with words such as punctus or clausula indicating the ends of musical 

phrases. Other rhetorical techniques such as reversing word order, repetition, and ornamentation 

also lent themselves to musical composition.17 The translation of techniques between oratory and 

music was organic for the most part. Indeed, the humanist neoclassic study of the Renaissance 

“inevitably influenced how people thought about the creation of music,” as Claude Palisca writes, 

but music theorists did not necessarily acknowledge these influences.18 As an example, Gioseffo 

Zarlino, one of the best-known music theorists of the period and teacher of Vincenzo Galilei, 

comments little about the elements of the trivium in his work, but, as Palisca points out, 

“grammatical, dialectical, and rhetorical principles pervade his Istitutioni harmonische, the very 

title of which may have been inspired by Marcus Fabius Quintilian’s Institutio oratoria.”19 And 

while music theorists may not have acknowledged the relationship between their work and that of 

rhetoricians, it was not lost on others. Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa places “rhetoricke” among the 

“sciences in general” in his Vanitie and Uncertaintie of Artes and Sciences (1530, trans. 1569), 

but also, under “mathematicals in generall” he lists “music…of the rhetorisme or rhetoricall 

dancing.”20 Whether debts to rhetoric were admitted or not, the adoption of rhetorical objectives 

in the study and composition of music signaled a significant departure from the study of music in 

the previous centuries with consequences still felt today. For one, melding oratory and music gave 

rise to the development of monody and of recitative, styles of singing that more closely 

approximated speech and, in their turn, gave rise to the development of opera.21 For the purposes 

of this essay, however, I focus on another consequence. 

 One result of this turn toward rhetoric in music was a merging of the theoretical and 

practical. Medieval university studies of music only addressed musica speculativa or speculative 

music, “that kinde of musicke which by Mathematical helps, seeketh out the causes, properties, 

and natures of soundes by themselves, and compared with others proceeding no further, but 

content with the onlie contemplation of the Art,” as Thomas Morley explains in his 1597 music 
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instruction manual.22 Only the contemplation of the art, musica speculativa in the quadrivium, 

considered the abstractions of music with Boethius’s De institutione musica as the standard 

university text. The study of music focused on its status as a discipline of mathematics, especially 

the study of ratios, under the umbrella of philosophy.23 Actual music making, known as musica 

practica, was the work of subordinates or was a private diversion of the elite. But the task of 

employing rhetoric in music cleared ground for more experimental field studies from composers 

and musicians at the same time that it required knowledge from scholars familiar with neoclassic 

oratory. In Renaissance music philosophy and praxis began to blend. 

 What, then, were the philosophies that were emerging no longer just in the study of music 

but in its practice as well? Early modern beliefs took the ubiquitousness, power, and interactivity 

of music as a given. According to Boethius, music was not only part of the motion of the heavenly 

spheres but also synonymous in many ways with the harmony that kept natural order. Its powers 

of motion and harmony ranged from maintaining the orbits of celestial bodies to establishing 

concord between individuals or regulating bodily humors. These various levels at which harmony 

operated were understood as the different “worlds” of music. In his 1586 treatise, In Praise of 

Musicke, John Case urges readers to “looke upon the frame and workmanship of the whole 

worlde, whether there be not above an harmony between the spheares, beneath a simbolisme 

between the elements. Looke upon man, whom the Philosphers termed a litle world, whether the 

parts accord not one to the other by consent and unity.”24 The original meaning of the Greek 

harmonia had more to do with proper ordering of “discrete and disparate” elements, as John 

Hollander recognizes in his foundational book, The Untuning of the Sky. In the use and revival of 

classical sources, however, the ancient Greek harmonia became so often associated with and 

translated to its modern cognate “harmony,” that consonance and unity became the widely 

understood meaning of harmony in the study of music. As a result, simultaneous concordance, 

like the harmony of multiple notes sounding together in a chord, became the accepted 

interpretation of musical harmony. And this affected the worldview that understood music as 

regulating and establishing this harmony across multiple “worlds,” as Hollander explains: 

…the harmony of the parts of the cosmos, on the one hand, and of the parts of the human 

psyche, on the other, were seen as the basic elements of the same universal order … the 

music of the spheres as representing the sounds of heavenly perfection could be 

reinterpreted as a metaphysical notion, characterizing not only the order of the universe 

but the relation of human lives to this cosmological order.25  

When early modern texts refer to harmony, they may refer the quality of human beings’ 

relationship to nature, the world, and the heavens. When anything is out of tune in the world, the 

overall harmony is compromised or dissonant.  

 Other unseen, emotional vectors of motion were also thought to have been caused by 

music, and consequently raised questions as to the agent of the resulting motion. Case claims that 

music “hath a certaine divine influence into the soules of men, whereby our cogitations and 
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thoughts … are brought into a celestiall acknowledging of their natures.”26 Case casts music as an 

influence “into” the soul and also describes how “cogitations and thought … are brought” 

(emphasis added). Music seems to have the ability both to penetrate and also to draw out of us our 

own thoughts and responses. We refer to idea of motion in music now as we speak of lullabies 

sending us into dreams or of being carried away on a beautiful melody. From its effects on various 

worlds, whether they be the heavens or human bodies, and in its potential to draw out and 

influence human cognition, music for early moderns takes on an agency of its own. 
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